













 s of La 
Torre 
awards 
may  pirk them up be-
ginning todav in the 
Student  
Affairs 
Business  Office, B -I, 
according
 to Margaret Bonen-
no, award committee chair-
man. 
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The  second 
Gemini  flight 
is 
scheduled to 
lift off the launch 
pad 
at 
Cape  Kennedy 
tomorrow at 
9 
a.m. EST for a 
four day, 62 orbit
 
space trip. 
Astronauts  James A. 
McDivitt 
and Edward H. White's physical 
condition  was judged toned 
to a 
fine 
edge yesterday after 
detailed 
examinations.  
White is scheduled to take a 12 
minute 
"walk" in space, 
135  miles 
above southern United States, 
while McDivitt
 maneuvers the 
spacecraft to within 25 feet of its 
orbiting rocket booster- -a Titan -2. 






oxygen bottles under 
4,000 
pounds pressure per 
square  
inch, for fuel to provide 
forward  
and backward






















water  leak, 
turned




































































































































TIME FOR RELAXING  Sue Hammer, sophomore English 
major from Los Altos, takes a last minute
 
study












and  last 
minute cramming.  
Following finals,  
SJS 




 will travel to other
 
countries, others will 
take  in 
he







 classes begin June 22. 
draft
 card. The 
demonstration  attracted 
more 
300 






stein and former 









peoples of Viet Nam 










examination  for 
Siao MM.  classes will be given 
In a.m. to 12:20  pan., Monday.  
June 1, rather than the time 
printed In the Finals 
Schedule
 
on page 1, 
section














 over the 
appoint-




 to be 









































































letter  to 




professon  .of 
political, 
-science   and 

















 the two pro-
fessors' 
letter with










professors,  "that after 
talking with 
Bob Pitcher, 1964-65 
ASB Personnel 
Officer,  he in-
formed me that the Spartacamp
 
Committee was the 
most
 biased 
and close minded group he had been 
Invades Sorority
 
A 29 -year -old Santa Clara man 
was 
arrested  early Sunday morn-
ing in the 
Alpha Omicron Pi So-
















 (7alifornia and 
state college students may be pick-
ing up $50 -per
-semester  resident 









ulty pay -cut crisis 
be enacted by 
the 








hill No, 316S, authored 
by Assembly Don Mulford of Pied-
mont, will get a second 
hearing  
tomorrow when  the Assembly Edu-
cation Committee convenes. The 
bill was first, heard during the 
committee's  session  Monday. 
"II would he up to the 
discretion 
iif the University 
regents  and state 











The hill would provide up to 
50 
























County jail on a charge of petty
 
theft. 




Hicks said he had just returned 
to the house with 
his date, Ann 
Revel, 
20,  when he saw a man 
inside.
 
"He didn't look as if he belonged 
there," 




walked into the 
off-limits  
bedroom wing, Hicks chased him 
and 
ordered him out of a bathroom 
where he had taken refuge. When 
Gonzalez started to scuffle, 
said 
Hicks, "I hit
 him hard." 
The social science major then 
searched Gonzalez, 
and sat on hint 






































wrote,  "The 
underlying  
thought that members 
of 
the  1965 
Spartacamp  
Committee  are 
the 





















































































































 Victor Lee, 
sophomore  rep-
resentative.








inquire  as 
to what 




has  decided 
regard-
ing 
extension  of 
"dea,Vweek"
 to a 
period 
of
 five full 
ct: 
Directive  
No.  2 g. 
to Jim
 








to investigate the 
possibility  of 
Police said Gonzalez 
apparently  










taken a camera and jewelry 
only 
people among a 
faculty of 
over
 1,000 and a 
student  enroll-
ment of 20,000 capable of putting 
on 













committees  are 
responsible to 
one person, the ASB president, and 
this arrangement is obligatory for 
the maintenance of proper rela-
tionship in an 
executive  branch." 
The letter also 




was not the only Spartacamp to 





 TO CONTACT 
The Daily 
was unable to 
contact  
Drs. 
Watson  and Richards for com-





inal letter to council said, "The
 
big question 
now is whether 
the 
quality that 
has been built 
over 




















































 to one of the coeds. 
The items were found in the bath-
room 
where  Gonzalez tried to hide. 
No Change in Policy 








ing to Robert Baron, housing 
coordinator. 
The 

























Baron  said.  
The recianmenda lion of the 
Omneil 
went to President 
Robert 
Clark, and has not 
been acted
 upon. 
Baron poi  
of






















that President Clark direct 
the housing office 
staff to ex-
clude from 


















or acarIVIllie  year basis. 
Baron's
 statements were 




























participate  in 
the  General Elec-
tric College Bowl. 
The 
direetive










































scholarships  iind the ,, 
pearan(-e
 would  sls,, 
give 














































































 $2 rr 
fund
 at 




























 of the 
board's 















The San Francisco 
attorney,  who 
was a charter member 
of the 
Board of 




 for degrees 
and  assembled 
relaitves  and 
friends. For more details on 
the  





I. runs on flashlight 
batteries
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SUMMER  VACATION 
A long,
 hot summer is opening up 
and  the civil rights
 
workers  
ate mopping their brows 
in anticipation. 




ill run voter registration drives and freedom schools 
alI  summer long. SNCC also %%ill place heavy emphasis on the 








chalk:nee of the seating
 ol 
















will  spread 
out  through the states
 and 
hit
 Ivaml at oneregated




















 unseating of the 
congress-
men 
eommes  onto 
the floor, Washington
 will know what 
the  civil 
ri.mtdu mo% 
(anent






 the Mississippi 
delegation,
 I believe 




biggest aid to the 




 %%min the 
Civil War. Even 
the civil 
rights  bill 
will not  
have  
II,.'
 mfleet that unseating 
the congressmen would 
have.  
Seureeatimin in the 
South is a political 
thing.  Power is vested 
in 
tIii' h.tn.l. ot 
a 
'white
 m bigoted I power
 structure" which 




Negroes are in the majority 
they  can 
,asiiy ore,'
 the apple cart 
by
 a simple majority






is of utmost 
Importance.  










Mississippi  and the




















 it:, is 
write 
your  
congressman. Tell him 
why you 
n...int  tam 
to




















 all over the







 and they'll 
he
 busy. Some 

























a lot of 
action.  The
 U.S. 















 f snook.. 
Inertial's
 %ye are slow 
learners
 11..11.  


































 the ASH. 




setaimml 5.15 and working with 
ftitt4t.i
 lommizen,  college
 
union  di -
r
 
.:1.11%  on the 13oard of Giver -








































attend the Marino 
Corps





 (torn June 11 
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tights  are 
established
 rights 





...  In 
fact,
 it may 
be held 






















 in the 
life 
history



















published  in 
1961, 
devoted  
























desire  for 
sex 























 of the 
Gibbon,"  
states  on 


































 it is 
that
 this 











assume,  are 
scientifically  
supported




rights.  All 
"liberal"  ideol-


















 flies in the
 face of 
M1M1111 








































advocating  the 
gradual 






 lavvs. their 
income lases









 fail to see
 that what 
he
 is destroying 
the 
most basic 






in face of modern 






 the whole question
 of whether their
 philosophy is natu-
ral or 
unnatural,  the 
"liberal"  chorus 
takes  up the 
chant






 about the old 
and sick?" 
Readers  of my 
May
 26 column know
 tiny solo' ion to the 
poverty  problem. But, 
once
 we launch into a 
discussant  of the emb-
lems of poverty 
and  old age, we are off the 
original tmipim. Thin point 
remains, 
backed  tip by the finest 
scientific  minds ill the' sum
 lit pli-
vate property rights are the 
most fundamental ot natio:it 
rielits.  
And it is the 
conservatives,  not the "liberals," 
Mai are Ii.,: to 
recognize this fact. 
AN ALTERNATIVE
 TO NATURE 
So the "liberal" has taken it tuvon 
himself
 to buck natural law. 
to arbitrarily set new laws for man other
 than those established by 
eons of evolution
 and natural processes. We might wish him luck in 
his experiments if only we ourselves were not destined to be his 
unwilling guinea pigs. The "liberal" invested with power will throw 
upon
 its,
 all of us. "social legislation" designed to fill some utopian 
dream of a well-funtioning, perfect society 
populated  by well -func-
tioning, perfect human beings. or super -humans 
uts any "perfect" 





























































































































































































for  the 
bedrooms
 

























































still  like a 
dungeon!  
Ve le.vin yet







eollege  is going to 
force 
underclassmen 
to live in ap-
proi.eil







wield  hi, enhancing 




















 of Oregon 
Has
 'List' Trouble 





IAst,  your I IffAhS:22'



































































facetiously  to a 
new con-

















































is to improve 
teach-
ing, 
they  say, 
it


























who  might 
use  



































































 your day 
with  com-
plimentary coffee
 and sweet 
rolls.  Re-
lax around our
 heated pool, or 
look 
forward to a 
refreshing d:p upon 
return  
from 






34 E. REED 
ST. 
PHONE  294-2995 
WHY  

























































satisfaction  have 
filled  the Fine 

















soloists named were 
Due Baird, Jack Ullom,
 Kath-
erine 
Schenk and Soon Chun. 
"SPOON  RIVER 
ANTHOLOGY"  
Bonds Gay Lewis in the Reader's 
season 
presentation.  


























Fair  Lady" closed the season as 
a joint
 production from Drama
 
:Ind Music. The seven run show 
was a complete 
sell out. 
The musical









Named  outstanding 
music 
student  was Jack 
Ullom,
 junior 
music major from 
Castro Valley. 
Kathy 
Linderman  was recipi-















Jeff  Tellefson and 
Theater for the
 1965 drama 
Ile :naiad .ii 
\mint 
opened 
yesterday  in 
the  Art 
Gallery with the 
presentation 
of 
seven  awards. The 
exhibition 
will be held through June II, 
and again June 21 through 
July  2. 
The Art 
Ikipartintint  is ending 
the 
semester
 with this exhibition, 
which consists of 
100 works se-
lected from more than 500 en-
tries. 
Other 







ing J. Theodore 
Johnson
 and Dr. 
Marques
 E. Reitzel, former 
meal -
laws 
of the SJS art faculty.
 
Works











show, to run 
through Friday, 
will end the shows







tant professor of art, is now 
exhibiting his works at Santa 
Barbara Museum 














HOWARD LEE APARTMENTS 
- Now














 Four girls to an apartment 
 Furnished
 2 -bedroom 
apartments  
 Independent Housing - 
Recently  constructed 
 No part of any large housing corporation 
 Includcis all utilities except PG&E 
HOWARD LEE 
APARTMENTS  
495 E. William (Corner of 11th and William 
CY 
8-6381











































































U.S. Viet Policy 
Seventy-eight
 per cent of 
501i 
students  questioned
 in a 
recent
 
campus  survey have 
indicated that 
they do 























According to Dr. 
Dwight Bentel, 
chairman of the 









 students hold 
positive opinions on the 
Viet Nam 
situation.  Only nine 
per  cent inter-
viewed revealed no opinion.  
Of the 
students surveyed, 54 
per cent 
indicated
 they lacked 
adequate 
understanding
 of the Viet 
Nam situation. 
A national May 16 Gallup Poll  
showed
 that 52 per cent cf 
those  
questioned 
approved of President 
Johnson's policy 
in Viet Nam. By 
comparison, the campus 
survey  
showed 47 per cent of those
 inter-
viewed favored present administra-
tive policies. 
Of SJS 
students  surveyed, 40 per 
cent favored increasing U.S. 
inter-
vention, 30 per cent favored a de-
crease and 30 per cent favored nii 
change.
 
Council Approves j 
New SJS Policy 
On Faculty Leaves, 





shall not constitute 
a break in serv-
ice, 
according
 to a policy approved 
by 
the SJS Academic Council. 
The policy recommended by the 
Faculty
 and Staff Affairs 
Commit-
tee 
states  that these 
leaves, if 
granted prior to 





 on leave 



































headquarters will be at Building 
Blues - Folk - Bluegrass 
Z, Ninth and San Carlos Streets.
 
Trainees will spend a total of 
by 
a 





19 to Aug. 27. The overall  pro-
gram is planned in accordance with
 
0 
Rental - Purchase Plan
 
 
the general Peace Corps
 require-
ments for 






Candidates  will follow a strict 
CY 7-7417 
1884











 WIRY CO. 



















CYpress  8-1212 






 - FISHING 
Guns  and Ammo 




























































































Cook  Set 








































































































As this semester's crop 
ol SJS 
students vacates 








 from all over 
the natiiin will arrive here
 to begin 












tor, Dr. James W. Thornton, SJS 
professor of secondary education, 
p.m. with intermittent breaks for 
meals.
 














must satisfactorily pass the re-
quired
 courses and prove them-
selves to be physically fit before 
final  assignments are maile," he 
said. 
TO LIVE ON 
CAMPUS 
Those persons selected for serv-
I 
instruct  in
 in English, mathe-
mot  and 
science. 
While in the
 I, doing program,
 
vollintocrs 






















second time that 
,SJS 
is serving






volunteers  to 
the 
Philippines.
 In the summer
 of 1962, 
all facilities are being readied for 
ice will become co-teachers in SJS was
 thii training grounds far 
the arrival of one of the largest 
public  elementary
 schools 














The Peace Corps training center 
LESSONS 




SLEEPING  BAGS 
SPECIAL GROUP GROUP  




























 1 or 
t 
Axe  
99c Camp Stools ....B8c 4x6 ..... 1.99
 W.... 3.99 
2 of a kind. 2-, 3 
i Lantern   
1.99 ,Tcnt Stakes  15c
 
.6x8
 .. 4.99 7x9 . 5.99 
& 




Machetes  ..  1.990x10 7.99 1002 11.99 
Values






Ammo  Boxes  99e12x14




Bucket  99c 
Ponchos  1.99  Plastic cover 9x12 .. 99c 
SPECIAL
 5 LB. FILL 
36 x 
80   
.77 Knap Sacks 
. 







Knife  99c Boat Cover . 7.99 










 19991 WET SUITS
 Reg. 
4-1b, DOWN
 BAG, G I 
15.99
 


































 MacGREGOR, SPORTSMAN 
Includes  
SPALDING 








 I Woods 
, SW/ . 





































Intramural Board as the Intra-
mural 
Player  of the Year. 




















Wayne Fields of the 
Animals ; 
was maned






















t'ie year as the result





 ROTC was named 




This award is 
given
 to 
the team which shows the most 
spirit 
and fair play. 
This is the 
second  straight year 
a member 
of Alpha Tau Omega
 
has won the All -College
 Athlete 
























Graduation Award watch 
the traditional



























 & Thursday 
'til 9 







 SAN JOSE 
Oven
 Mnn , 
Thu.,  & 
'Ell 9:30 pro, Frre NI I 'rig in 
Front  of 
Store 
HONORED
  Wayne Fields (I.) and 
Craig  Fergus have been 
named
 winners of the top intramural 
awards. Fergus won the 
"All -College Athlete of the 
Year  award, and Fieldr was named 
the "All -College Manager 
of
 the Year." Fergus is also a 
member 
of the San Jose State track
 team and is recognized as one of 
the nation's best triple 







for  1 
5c
 Burgers Only 
WHEN
 WE HAVE 4 
VARIETY
 OF 









Al! of our low, low prices ! 




















ATO did it by scoring 1.324 
points for 




offered for the 1964-65 school
 year. 
Last year, ATO 
scored 1.525 
points to finish 
ahead of Theta  
Chi 
and  Phi Sigma Kappa. 
Although











FraternityCouncil recognizes only 
seven intramural sports.
 Int ra 
Director
 Dan 
Unruh  has 
made  
two, 
trophies available, one for the; 
fraternity champion and the other!  
f,r 
the  independent 
champion.  
The
 Animals will 
take






they won by scoring 
points during
 intramural play. 
Ninety  different  
teams  pat 
ii  
paled in 




























 Phi Epsilon 
Theta Chi 
PiKappa Alpha 











































Dr. P. S. Wang,
 associate 
pro-
fessor of business, has been award-
ed a Fulbright Lectureship to 
teach at 
universities
 in the Repub-
lic of China fur the 
academic year 
1965-66. 
Dr. Wang will teach 
research 
met hodo logy and 
international  


















































 Lust  
Fear  





  Has Amazing 
Slate 
As 
Athlete,  Coach 




 Dr. Wang had 
earned an LLB degree from Tsing
 
Hua University and an MA degree 
from 







 of Colorado. 
DBA  degree from the 
University 
of Washington, and 
did  research 















STE 1I $1.-15 
Try our 
large variety of 
quality meals at reasonable prices 
U.K  ON OVER 
,,1111.1













Be like this 
young lady and 
receive 50°0 + 10°0 on texts 
to be used next
 fall. 







to serve you during finals 
week.  
* 134 E. SAN FERNANDO 
( 1 2 block from campus 
across
 from library) 
* 10th




















 ROLAND ZECTIMEISTER 
Tom O'Neill is an associate pro-
fessor 
of physical 
education  at 
SJS. 
Prior
 to his coming here, O'Neill 
chalked
 up a stupendous career 
and record of achievements, 
both
 
as an amateur 





from which he graduated
 in 
1948. the Spartan swim coach 





for the Wolverines, 
O'Neill made
 all-American, repeat-
ing the feat in 1948. During World 
War II, the Spartan swimming 
mentor 
won the one and three 
meter diving championships at the 





Championships in Rome, It a I y, 
1944-1945.
 
Working towards his masters 
I gree at Stanford University, 
Neill coached the Stanford div-
s. 
While still at Stanford, the for-
mer ail -American coached the 
swim team at Menlo School and 
College. The following year he was 
hired to teach history and social 
sciences at that school, in addition 
to coaching swimming. 
"Many of the students attended 
Menlo School and College as a 
prepaartory 
school for Stanford," 
said O'Neill. 
In 1953, O'Neill taught 
English,  
history 
and social studies at Se-
quoia High School in Redwood 
City. 
Joining the faculty of Menlo -
Atherton High School..
 Atherton. 
1954-1956, Tom O'Neill taught 
physical education. 
O'Neill came to SJS 
in Septem-
ber of 1956, 
joining the faculty of 
the 
San  Jose State College phys-
ical education department, to be-
come varsity swimming and var-
sity and freshman diving coach. 
Under  the coaching of 
O'Neill,  









four years in a 
row.
 
In 1058, O'Neill raised and 
contributed funds Itersonally to 
send a swimmer, Art Lambert, 
to the NCAAN, held that year in 
Ann Arbor, Michigan. 
In 
1960, Spartan swimmer Tom 
Macedo 
placed third in the NCAA 
200 yard backstroke, and fourth in 
the 100 yard backstroke, and then 
went on to place 
in the AAUs, be-
ing the only SJS
 swimmer to so 
place.
 





nate won the California State 
College Championships in 1957, 
In 1960, in 1963, and 
again in 
1964. 
During O'Neill's four years 
of 
coaching swimming at Menlo 
School and College, that 
school 
had four league championship 
swimming teams. In 1956, at Men-
lo -Atherton High School, where 
O'Neill coached swimming and wa-
ter polo, the Menlo -Atherton water 
polo team defeated number one -





past, the Spartan swim-
ming mentor has coached summer 
swim 
teams. One summer team he 
has coached is the Menlo Park 













 from league cellar, where 





























































































The 1.1040/61:Isia national trail. 
and field 
coach,  Dragon Petro -
vie, Is currently visiting
 SJS and 
is helping several individuals on 
the track team oith 
technique.
 
III visit is sponsored by 
the 
State




tor Milt -tic Director 
Bob  
Bronzan's  
trip  to 
Yugoo:,
 
via last summer. 
Don't









coffee nerves. And 
. - 





 day. And 
you haven't 









Just  ran 
out  of 
money
 but 














at 1 p.m. Don't






























































































 year will 





varsity  track and golf teams
 will he among the tavorites
 in national 
championship  
competition.  
SJS met 57 teams
 in the 14 varsity sports and 
its record is as 
follows: 
Cal, 10-6-0; Stanford, 9-7-1; Fre,:no 
State,
 5-3-1; UOP (chief 
rival), 8-5-0. Overall, SJS was 
108.74-5  in dual wet competition and 
only three teams had losing 
seasons.  
Thus 
it was one of the most suecessful yPal'S in Spartan 
history. 
The fall season featured the soccer team, 
which  won the Far West 
Championship, and the water polo
 team, which oas second in the 
nation.
 
In winter sports, the basketball team finished seirmid for the 
first time in 10 years, arid forwards Pete Newell and 
S. T. !Witold 
were hailed
 as one of the best I'   
011 the West Coast 
for 
the following year. Rich ( 'liesv  Or the gymnastic team piaced 11111) 
in the sideliorse in national r  petition and sop)   wrestler 
I.oren Miller was seventh 
in the national meet. 
SJS 




national  figures in sprang sports 
as
 
the judo team won the national championship,
 the tennis (earn won 
the league 
championship, and the golf and track team 
established 
several individual records 





Bud  Winter may have 
the last laugh on the  skepticsi
 
who 
said  Tom Smith 
wouldn't  have a 
chance  in the 100
-yard dash 
:against 
perhaps  the best field





statement  was made 





legs and his 
comparatively  slow 
pick-up  in the first











 In the 100 
was  tio out-
standing that
 he hesitated 
for a ,,,,,, 114111 WI,,',,
 11,- 
astonishingly  ' ter 




front  of the 
field.
 Despite the
 he n sitatio 
after the 
with exceptional potential."  
brilliant start, 
he








 75 -yard 
dash 









 .1 of a 
second.  It is 
-------------English-speaking





 any track fan that  
K
 . A 
team, thought
 most American wa-











wilier  P(110 
goalie  
the
 world,  was a 





 water polo 
at 
which visited
 Spartan Pool. 
iccently. He referred 
to SJS' wn-
Smith possesses one of 
the best 
* finishes in track
 history. If he con-
 tinues
  
*  his sudden improvement in 
the start 
and  the initial pick-up of 




















J207-208  to 
place your
 classi-
fied ad. All 
ads  must be 
paid  






 exists for 
all 
ads.




 Deadline for 
Mon.
 issue is Wed.; 
deadline 
for Wed, edition is Mon. 
* * * 
Team Co -Captain Mike Gibetm, 
speaking 
for the members of the 
track squad, wished to publicly 
thank trainer Dave Blanchard for 
going far beyond the 
bounds  of his 
responsibility
 in aiding the partici-
pants. 
* * * 
The football team is extremely 
optimistic about Its prospects 
next spring. New head roach 
Harry Andersson, coaches John 
Webb
 and Gene Nlenges anti re-
cent additions Ed Henke and 
Darnell Bain.- appear to have 
earned the respect lit the ,lay -
"When
 Henke says 'Hit', we hit 
hard without giving it a second 
thought," said one
 team member. 
Nurses Hold Pinning 
The Nursing Department
 will 
hold its annual pinning ceremony 
for graduating seniors in Concert 
Hall at 7 p.m. on June 10, 
TRI-C
 
Will  be here all summer. 
If you're remaining in 
this
 area, we 
invite you to drop in and get 
to know us. This summer TRI-C 
is planning stimulating programs,
 varied speakers and invigorat-
ing 
activities.  At TRI-C we believe
 in building a sound founda-
tion for an 
intelligent  Christian 
faith.  Visit  us 
soon! 
Every Sunday 
9:45 a.m. - 5:45 p.m. 





























































































 two hits, 
rolled 
his ankle sliding 
Into
 second 
base on a steal 
as a bad throw 
from the catcher 
went into center 
field. 
The 
I nit, r y prevented him 
from advancing 
to third. The 
next batter hit 
a single which 
would have been 
the go-ahead, 
and ultimately
 the winning 
run,  
as the
 Beavers did not score in 
the bottom 
half
 of the inning. 
It was a tragic 
conclusion











 additional one -
hitters
 which he shared
 with Bill 
Meyer,
 and several 
two -hitters. 
His season 
record was nine wins 
and one defeat. He also 
is the 
leading home 
run hitter on his 
team and 
is considered one of the 
best 
hitters in the league. 
Campbell graduated 
from Hay-
ward High and 
came  to SJS in the 
fall of 1961. "I 
considered  playing 
intercollegiate football," said Dave, 




 is 5-11, 1751, 




Dave, who was 
runner-up to 
Jim Pryor 
for  the Athlete -of -the 
Year award last year, played end 
on the football teana that
 %von 
the all -school 







team came in sec-
ond that year, and Campbell had
 a 
9-1 record. "I had 
very little pitch-
ing
 technique at the time," said 
Campbell.
 "For the most 
part, I 
just 
threw the ball straight.
 I was 
9-0 going into the 
play-off game 
against SAE, but 
my
 slider wasn't 
very effective 
that game, and I 
lost 17-3." 
The PiKA team, which won 
the 
all -school trophy
 that year, was 
also second in 
push carts with 
Dave doing 
the pushing. 
Due to lack of finances, Dave 
didn't attend school and conse-




 year (Dave's 






In football, hut had an 8-3 
record in the softball 141.11%On. lie 
only gave up elle 
hit in two of 
the 
three
 losses! On 
one of 
these losses, as Lambda Chi
 Al-
pha









brunch  experience." said 
Campbell, "1 have 
learned
 to ex-
periment with different 
pitching  
techniques,




to witness the result of different 
grips on the ball and different re-
leases. I don't credit myself for 
any innate ability. I feel that, with 










 hall lea 
1%. 
SIS learn tad 
by any means astly 
inferior to 
the 






 is an 0111SIIIIItl-








polo players Jack 
Likins, Frank Barnes, and 
Gary  Read. SJS was 
second in 
the  nation in collegiate 
water  polo rankings and 
was  
the 
only  team with three 
All-Americans.  
team 
"In Europe, we pass the hall 
continually,  and wait, wait, wail 
for the good shot. Most Amer-
ican  teams are too anxious to do 




interesting  for u 




WaS  shocked at the inspired 
performance
 of 
the  SJS youngsters
 
;against our veterans. The Yugo -
inns scored a close win over 
ing Olympic prospect." 
Nuskatirovic  was surprised at 
the 
responsiveness
 of the specta-
tors at the Spartan Pool, consid-
ering water polo does not have the 




gary' had been aitratrded the 
0b1110/1.  K0111 111111a1 V 'Igo
-
sins its anti 
rell1illeeli  that 
lite referee 
( from S1111111/ fa-
vored Hungary. 
"Ilimgary had to score five 
goals  
in the last quarter
 of its 
final  
game tat the gold medal. 
The Hungarians had scored onIN 
two goals with three minutes re-
maining in the period. Our Irani 
11.0 NIal 
1111.  Milli 
'..10 .1e...1111A I il I l l 






/1101  C;1117,11 110111111'. 
b.\ 1111 1,111, 
Mg/0111'1061C
 %1 /IS 
1,11.11N111  15011 
the hospitality  extended ahn,ng
 
his  
U.S.  visit. Ile said:
 
'The U.S. is senditw unpro\ed 
teams to each Olympics,  alai 
hope
 that








atorked  the 
S.IS-Vitgloslav  la 




















Seals   













seen, hut the 
1964 
V sighs -























 the 1956 Hungary -
Russia waater polo game
 in the 
Aladbourne,
 Austrialia  
Olympics,"  
lie said. 





fev, months lifter many 
I tingaria Its had 
defected.  'fhe 





that  it 
55 as
 












 C Woe!, 
' 
Clark,




utos  lop the 4th placejmmica'  












Cortina 1500 - Cortina 
GT 
& 
Cortina  Station Wagon 
If every person who has purchased an 
imported car in the 
past four years had taken a 5 mile ride in a 
Cortina or 
Anglia 1200 sedan, this country 









PER MO. WITH AVERAGE
 TRADE 
Trade
 your present car even






 You May Drive 
Away  
Today"  
Harvey  Calame in the automobile
 business for 
over 30 















Open  eves. 'til 10 
p.m., all day Sat.,
 Sun 11 to 5 
grrnintranrrrmwrimirterrartmmTmnrwranirmnrimirm11711111111111
 



















 Body Building 
























































































































MONEY!  Pick 
up your car 
after 3 p.m. 
on
 Friday; return 
before  
9 a.m. 







The entire week for $69.00. No mile-













































Here we are! This last issue of the Spartan Daily marks the 
conclusion of a busy semester and the end of my tenure as Society 
Editor. It has been fun, but it has also been trying at times. 
No one who has never 
dummied
 up pages, written up articles 
and thought
 up headlines could possibly imagine the frantic hustle 
and bustle that goes into pro-
 ... 
ducing just one single page. 
But, all in all,
 this past semes-
ter has proven to be quite an 
in-
teresting one. The excitement 
and glitter of the 
Miss SJS 
Pageant,




test. etc., have left their mark. 
Now, they are no more ... 
I hope my successor, Susie 
Karig. finds the position as re-
warding and enriching as I have. 
I also hope that she will receive 
the 
same  cooperation which so 
very
 many people have shown 
me.  
Have a happy summer! 
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA 
The brothers of Lambda Chi 
Alpha have named Maxine limn-
er,Alpha Phi
 freshman sociol-
ogy major from San Mateo, as 
4111. 
their Crescent Girl for 1965. 
THETA XI 
The Theta Xi men concluded 
I 
their social calendar for Spring, 
1965, 
with
 their traditional 
luau. The 
brothers decorated 
their house in Hawaiian fashion 
complete  with plenty of palm 
hianehes, 
which they acquired 
by




Gatos High School. 
DELTA GAMMA 
Delta Gamma chapter presi-
dent Laurie Vann 
will
 be among 
90 other Delta Gamma collegi-
ate  chapter presidents who will 




The ladies of Kappa Delta re-
cently threw a surprise Hawai-






Chi Omega chapters from SJS. 
University of California at 
Berkeley, Los Angeles and Santa 
Barbara, University of Southern 
California and San Diego State 
met in Palo Alto last month for 
hiar








































San Jose - 1415 S. 1st. Santa Clara - 1680 El Camino Real 
  
























are  Mike 





 Bay Area 
students, 
they were 
part of a 
28 -member 
trainee 

























































 to Steve Joabos, 
Delta Upsilon, senior 
commercial arts 
major 
front  Palo 
Alto.  
Sue Vint BusIsirk. 




 major from Kensington,
 to Phil Keeffe Tau Kappa 
Epsilon at the University of California 
at Berkeley, senior adver-
tising major Irian Long 
Beach.  
ENGAGEMENTS 
Sylvia Ann Starks, 
employed as an elementary school teacher 
in Shreveport. Louisiana. from Shreveport, to Andy Anderson,
 senior 
social science major employed as a designer
 for the Palo Alto Cita-
tom Buildings Company from Sunnyvale. They will be married in 
December. 
WEDDING  





































You  will 
receive
 such 








































































 of famous 
manufacturers.  
You 
will  receive such 








array  of products 
comes  to you with 
the 




PAC is yours 
only  while the supply 
































 is the 
opinion 
of two 
























 training at 
Camp Rad-
ley 









"we  were 
awakened
 








'When Irish Eyes 
Are  smiling.' 
Ile was dressed 
all in green and 
looked more like
 an elf than a 
staff 
member." 
Most mornings, according to 
Marilyn, the men 
and women 
exercised separately,
 but to cele-

















related. "Six of 
us 
began leading 22 fellows
 with 
an exercise
 in which the arms 
are extended
 straight out to the 
side at 
shoulder  level. 




shoulders,  then 
extended  again to 
the sides at 
shoulder  level. 
One fellow 
sud-






and  began 
to 
chant in 
rhythm  to the 
move-
ment, 'I 
must . . I must 















































 All of 
























































one  dead 



































Seenie  Early 
Morning































































certainly  nowhere 






than that, dining out 
is 
fun  it's the
 ideal way
 to 
start or end that special eve-
ning. 
Also, don't forget that 
Bohannon's  has 
ample
 park-
ing space for your conveni-
ence. 
Enjoy your next meal at 
CY 
2-1266 






lite  job 





as  11 as 
your
 
knowledge.  hr 
roiliplelel
 


























Wr.,thoc,Iny 51.1111.  
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Across from the Men's Dorms 































men, in sales. 
Internatronally known concern with 




Last year those accepted 















MR. A. L. MERCER 
362 6468, San 
Francisco
 






































The summer jub uUlltnik for SJS ; 
,tudents





Some jobs on and off -campus 
are available through the Econom-
ic Opportunity 
Act Work - Study 
Program for those 
students who 
qualify.  
Most available jobs 
are off -
campus,
 according to an assistant
 
to 
Mrs. Phyllis Headland, director 
of part-time placement. 
For women, there are 
mainly 
clerical 
jobs,  a lot of live-in baby-
sitting positions and some jobs in 
recreation. 
Men students may find jobs in 
general labor, service 
stations, and 
some clerical and recreation
 posi-
tions. 
Miscellaneous jobs are still open 





 under three 
classifications
 for men and 
women. 
These jobs

























category  is 
those  jobs 
which are 




























to obtain jobs. 
Placement  
Center  hours 
are  P 
a.m. 
to













 SCHOOL (K hi 
GET 
YOUR SHARE 
GOING  TO MEXICO? E 
MEN BOARD 









































27 V  
61 
GnRVAIP  
- 4 e 
63 PONT.
 CAT. 
114013,,SALE  131 
WEDDING 



























-- 2? to Auq. 25. SJSC at  
MAN TO 
WK. 













& 1 I. Ow t -n s 
NATION'S NO, 








e t o r ,. 
HEY 
YOU  !! 
111111=1111111111 
ONE AND TWO bedroom apts. 
No,.
 
 '  no. 
Summer
 
rates.  523 E. 
Reed
 St 
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS - Furn. 2 
 $P0 $100 summer, $164 fall 
V






- 1, 2, & 3 
.n. Apts. Jo
-Mar








HOUSE tor 5.6 serious, responsible men 
-ner, 

































292 9400.  NEED 
RIDE 
ot 









a crpt.. elec. kit. 
460  S. 4th, 
)1550  
GIRL -..) share 
mce 2 barn. 
un  





,1 Pam, 286.5371. 
WEST S.J. - 3 bdrrn., 2 
bath 
apt.,  w/w 
..nd $ 150. 378.6550. 
GIRL 



















te to SJS 
294.4952 







































































quaranteed  Jo Vine, 378.8577. 
TYPING
 SERVICE






done in my 
home 
Call 252.5793. 




































 NEW APARTMENTS 
FOR 
FALL 











OR FALL - 1 
bdrma  2 cr 














 S. 5th, #5. 
Call




 unapp. apt. 
FOLK 
GUITAR  






















 I other. 
551 E. St. James 
I 
SUMMER  





 Water & 
gbg.  











1 OR 2 


























Sntirnar  sto-I 
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10.  AN 








































































































































































































 school, the Spartan  








June  23, from 
1:30-3:30  p.m. BP 
sure to fake 










national Student Center, 285 
S. 
Market











through  the 





help in any 
way,  according 





























































may  sign 

























































































































































































































































































































































































































year's  summer 
sessions 
will definitely 
start with six 
and 
10 -week 



































































































































































cent of the 
suninpr students are 
returning teachers, 
while most of 
the remaining 45 












 graduates who 
will
 use sum-
mer  sessions to 
























































































































































































































































































































 up by 



















































































































































 4, 7, 
and  ft 
Z.-.1 























































































































senior  Ronnie Muranaka.  21, 
of 724 S. Sixth St., faces trial June 
14 




 the result of a fatal au-
tomobile
 accident March 7. 
Muranaka is 
charged
 with being 
behind the 
wheel  of his car 
when  
It collided
 with another 
auto.  Mr. 
and Mrs. Hubert 
Greer,  a San Jose 
couple  in the 
other















of the deceased 
couple 
have























20,  318 
S. 
10th 
St.  He 
pleaded































42 East San Antonio 















Volkswagen  - 










850 Lincoln Ave. 













112 S. 2nd 
Street  





want a good 
summer




between  9:30 
and  11:30 
A.M.
 
Soles Work -Great Books
 of the Western World 
BE 
PREPARED  
. . . 
Somebody  may 
not be 

































































































the  graduating 
of 19ti:i 
%ere reeently 


















 on May 23. 
a 1111,1 
.1, "III -1.111.1111;2 
were V. emly 










 Miller, elementary 
education:
 Bruce J. 
'MacDonald,
 accounting;




Morck is a 
member
 of the 
"Mademoiselle" 




named  as one of the
 




She is listed in Who's Who
 Among 
Students in American Colleges and 
Universities and is a 




Omicron,  national 
home economics honorary. The 
San Jose miss is on the Deans' 




 the Singer Sewing 
Machine Company's 
trip  to Europe 
and a La Torre Award for service 







AWS,  Miss Miller is one of the 50 
Outstanding Women at SJS. Be-
sides being 
listed in 






Torre Award for the past two
 
years. Miss Miller is 
secretary  of 
Chi Omega sorority and a member 
of the 
College  Life 
Committee.
 
Her hometown is Napa, Calif. 
MacDonald is 
the immediate 
past ASB attorney general and is 
a 
member
 of Blue Key, 
men's  hon-
orary society. At the Recognition 
banquet MacDonald was presented 
with a $100 Student Government 
Merit Scholarship 




resident  of 
Newport  Beach is treasurer of 
Spartan Shields and
 in past years 
has served as 
chairman  of Sigma 
Chi Derby Day and on the Par-
ent's Day Committee. 
FORMER 
TREASURER 








ASB treasurer. He comes from 
Loyalton  and
 is vice president
 of 
Blue Key. A 
member of Sigma 
Phi Epsilon, Perkins was recipient 














Awards  Board. 
The two 
special
 sections of the 
last Spartan  
Daily  for spring 
semester, 1965,
 salute the gradu-
ating  seniors with a forecast of 
job prospects in 
the area, a news 
review  of their 
last  semester at 
















virtue  of col-
lege 
"lies in the 
fact  that it is 
the only 
social institution
 we have 
where
 a man may 
dwell  for a time 
surrounded







"He hones his 
wits




vided him; he is 
under no obliga-
tion
 other than 
to speculate as 
Widely
 and deeply 







college  has 
become 
somewhat



































































































Dear Graduating Senior: 
On behalf of our faculty and staff, 
I am pleased to congratulate 
you  on the 
the occasion of 




you  were able to achieve a 
concentration
 of courses leading
 to a 
meaningful  career. Of more 
impor-
tance, I trust 
you  experienced 
the  kind of education




satisfactions  and 
enable  you to adapt
 yourself to our
 
rapidly changing world. 
Please
 accept my 
best  wishes for 
fulfillment  and 














It is traditional at this 
time of year for the 










 the entire academic










 graduation does not 
mean the end of 
your
 education nor 
should you 
be "thanked" for 
taking  advantage of 
many  other people's 
con-
tributions
 and efforts. 
Learning  in the modern 
world has  become a 
lifetime 
pursuit and it 




 you leave San Jose 
State  do not forget or 
discount
 your debt to the 
college. 
Your educational status
 is a direct and relative
 result of your own 
efforts,
 since the opportunities for
 educational excellence 
have
 been provided 
for you 
by the college; it 
is left to you to 
take
 advantage of 
them.  
Consider, also, 
this  quotation from 
George Peabody:
 "Education is 
a 
debt
 due from 

























p.m.  at the Spartan 
Stadium.
 The ceremony




sion from the 
rim  of the stadium 
to 
the football field,
 where the fac-
ulty
 and graduates 
will be seated. 
The ceremony
 will start with an 
Invocation 
to be delivered by 
the  
Rev. Herbert G. Read,
 minister of 
the Church 
of
 Christ, Milwaukie, 
Ore. 
Greetings from the 
Boa rd of 
Trustees of 
the California State 
Colleges
 will be given by Albert
 
J. Ruffo, vice 





a cappella choir, 
under
 
the direction of William J. Erlend-
son, professor
 of music, will per-
form




nit" by Liszt and 
"Ye Shall Have 
a Song" 
by Thompson. 
The commencement address will 
then be given by Louis H. Heil
-
boon, a member of the Board of 
Trustees. 
Presentation of degrees for can-
didates will be by Dr. John W. 
Gilbaugh, dean of the college, and 
SJS President Robert D. Clark 
will grant







 to speak 
lain to 
Catholic  college 
students,  


















Registrar's  Office 
reports 
that there 




 while 270 grad-
uate students will







Highlight  of the Spring
 semester 
was the 
inauguration  of Dr. 
Robert 






Clark as the 
18th president of 
SJS.  
A personal 




Meredith  Wilson, 






Another  top news 
story  during 
the semester was the
 election of 
John Hendricks 
as
 ASB president. 
The  election 
saw a record num-
ber of 5,161 
students  turn out to 
fill 
executive  and legislative 
posts. 
Hendricks, senior social science 
major, gathered 2,355 %.otes to cap-
ture the ASB presidency. 
Jerry 
Spotter won 
the  vice presidency by 
capturing 
2,455  votes. 
The spring semester also wel-
comed such favorites as Sparta -
camp, the annual "think" weekend 
at Asilomar, on the Monterey Pe-
ninsula. 
SPARTACAMP 
Spartacamp also figured into the 
news when Student Council failed 
to accept the appointment of 
Dan 
Dahlen as Spartacamp Director by 
Hendricks.
 
Three faculty advisers to Sparta -
camp, Dr. Fainted J. Rinn, assist-
ant professor of political science; 
Dr. Billie B, Jensen, assistant pro-
fessor of history; and Dr. Mervyn 
Cadwallader, associate professor of 
sociology, submitted their resigna-











one time the 
statue's thin 
legs 
prompted a member 
of student 
council to 
refer  to the 




now  draws raves
 from 
campus 












cil  in cooperation
 with the
 ASB 
Art  Planning 
Committee,  
Daryl 




 by the student legislators  to 
sculptor the art piece. 
A crisis facing the 
California 
State Colleges, namely 
monetary,  
found support among
 faculty and 
students at SJS during this past 
semester.  
The faculty staged
 a march on 
campus in full academic 
regalia
 on 
Friday May 14 and then bussed to 
Sacramento  to seek 






 formed to 
assist 
the
 faculty in 
trying  to restore
 a 
faculty pay








must  still 
pass
 on a 10 
per  cent pay 
raise for 
state college faculty 
members. 
While  the faculty
 problems
 
aren't  answered, 























and CER has 
had problems 
gaining























































































































Lowell C. Pratt, publications 
manager 
at SJS for 18 years, will 
be honored Saturday
 evening on 
the 
occasion of his 
retirement,  at 
a dinner at 
Lou's Village. 
Professor Pratt is SJS's first 
full-time publications manager. He 
ran the office alone until three 
years ago when James 
Noah be-
came his assistant.





 office was 
located
 in Room 17 of Tower Hall. 
It consisted of nothing more than 





moved his office to the 
old 
barrack
 s, where the PER
 
building 
now  stands. He had 
a 
small office at the
 back of a class-
room. 




Tower Hall in a room by 
itself. 
In 1950, Professor 
Pratt moved 
his office to the 
Administration 
Building where 
it is still located. 
From 
1947 to 1956, he 
was a 
part-time
 instructor in journalism. 
He said that
 the most memora-
ble 
events during his service at 
SJS  were the inaugurations of Dr.
 
John T. Wahlquist and 
Dr. Robert 
D. Clark and 
the 1957 Centennial 
Celebration, 
which  he took an ac-
tive role  in preparing. 
Professor




 by the American 
Public 
Relations  Association 
(Western Regional  which present-
ed an award to him
 in January; 
and at the same time 
by
 the State 
Colleges when they 
bestowed him 
with the title "Dean
 of the PR 
Directors." 
He is 
the  former editor and co-
publisher of 
the Selina Enterprise, 













I once of 
publicity 
In 



















































































































































































plans after retirement are 
to
 rest  
























































and  John 
Kloster. 
01 hers












Shore,  Jerry 









 of 1949 had 
1029 grad-















repairing  for 
All 
Makes  
and  .7 -
Models  
® 
 Tune-ups  Brakes 




STUDENTS: 10'0 OFF WITH A.S.B. CARD! 
All Foreign
 and Sport Cars 
(ER) 180 
S.








-Shane", the Academy Award 
,lining




featured Friday  night 
at , 
nil 
910 in TH 55 at Friday Flicks. 
Jean
 Arthur, Van Heflin and
 
Itrandon De Wilde play 
supporting 
T, 'lea 
in the film. 
Ladd 































































 the same as its 
larger brothers,











 is an average
 SJS frater-
nity 
pledge  struggling 
to stay off 
probation,
 keep gas in his car, ac-
quire a sun 
tan,
 get his studying 
done 
before the 
weekend,  think up 
a better 
practical joke 

























Dick,  is just 
as 














 be to 





































sect km of the 
2:30
 p.m. Call Pant 
to








2:45 p.m. Call 
Patti  if Pam can't 
make it. 
2:50 
p.m. Get out little 
black 
book
 if Patti is 
busy.  
3:10 p.m. If 
unsuccessful,
 call 
folks and tell 
































carbons  to 
send 
to





































 on hand, 
Gene
 is 
apt to be mentally plucking 
the 




 "she loves he, she 
loves me not," etc. 
Gene has the same problem as 





While Gene is well liked by the 
rest of the tenants, he studies a lot 
and is therefore regarded with a 
certain 
amount
 of suspicion. 
Finally, there is Dick L. 
Dick L. has the same first name 













he is quite popular around dinner-
time. However, he manages to dis-
courage this unwanted prominence 
by 
advocating
 such foods as fried 




























spends  as 
much time 
as












delicate  china, 






































wish to all, and would  
like 
to thank









the  year. 




Vaughn's  will 
have .a SPF.C!AL 
S[LE 
OF ALL 
BERMMAS  AND WASH 
PANTS  (except 
Levi's)  AT 1/2 
OFF  







































































































 and Grants 
Again
 






impressive number of 
honors 
as 




and  institute 
grants, 
special












Peace Corps director in Malawi, 
and Dr. Robert B. Choke, assist-
ant 
professor
 of psychology, was 




 Dean R. 
Cresay,
 pro-
fessor  of 
political  science,  
was  con-














 was an Alfred 










education,  was 
director 
of curric-






















































































































































































Research at the University of Pan -








lish, received a Ford Foundation
 






 Read, associate 
professor
 of 
music, received a Danforth grant 
for the year 1965-66. 
Institution
 in 1965-66. Dr. 
Joseph  
R. 




 was resident 
director of California 
State  Col-
leges in Spain. Edith M. 
Selberg. 
assistant
 professor of 
science
 edu-












Dr. Pannell J. R a hin. ssistant
 puhii.thers A.ciaiion grant. Jon -














was  resident 












 the Peace Corps 
project at SJS. 
Dr. William J. 
Venuti.  professor
 of Civil 
Engi-





































at $25 a 
carat 

























about a gram of synthetic ernmi. 
powder
 for an 
SJS  geo-chemisti
 





difficult as it may sound. 
"I spent





 reading up on the 
compos
 
lion of the emerald and then pio-
ceeded to put them together," the ' 
geology




 a flux 
all the 
components 
would disolve in, 
he 
paced  the particles 
in a platinum 
crucible 




975  degrees 
Centigrade.  The 






weeks)  and 
the 
geologist was
 able to gleen 
about 











































































































































limit  to 
amount  
which  































 plans to 

















 class, said natilral 
unflawed 
eoneralds 






































emeralds.  He 
sells  


















































did nol intend 
1,, 






the  lielH 
1 
!sire  






























 Stack Heels 
 High Heels 




20-30% and More 











  292-9071 
Open
 




 Wed., Sat.  









Speaking in his .t i.. rtiarming 
southern German accent, Wolf -
Dieter Schulz, professor 
of
 foreign 
languages, said, "American stu-
dents  
are  quite genial 
and 
easy-
going, but one might 
mistake  their 
attitude for indolence at times." 
A native of Munich in Germany, 
Prof. Schulz came to America in 
his early youth, 
received his B.A. 
from S.TS, and 






 with typical 
German blue 
eyes, said that in 
Germany, students seem
 far more 
serious about their education than 
students do here. He 
emphasized 
that one reason for 
this
 is the Ger-
man 
educational
 system that more 
or less weeds out those who will 
not he successful in college before 
they ever reach the university. 
"In Germany, 










 as many sitalent
 s 
du here,"
 remarked Poif. Schulz. 
He made a further point that 
since entrance to German 
uni-
sersities is so bard clue lit the
 
numerous












scholastic  Ca IVO' :I ti,11.04SS. 
Whili (Welded aholil lite alleged 
difficulty
 in 










"Yes. it is hard,
 
lull
 il is 
relatively
 
















Ill as  




here  would 
rather go to 
a party than
 attend a 



















beer."  but  
that is but 
a 
small part in Stlident





a('lli% hie:4 in hell of 
sp.,. 
merits ('idture
 and the arts are
rorporated































 cci...11,1  from 
idency
 after serving 
12 
ye;tr 
At present, 1)r. Wahlquist
 
sensing











!that he likes 
the 
stodents


































































































































rinsr  AT GANIA
 cLAA  IN 
SANTA  CLARA: STEVENS
 
CREEK  PLAZA 
tannmand
 of the 
USS 













Base  on 
May 
29. 






 in the 
Pacific 
fleet. 
(*apt  Carmody, 
a guard on the
 
champion




































 USN, took( 
During  World War II, 
Capt.  
Carmody was assigned to the 
car-









The San Jose State College 
Al.anni
 Association  
has 30.000 




more  in the last 
15 years 
than it 


































REVIVE YOUR ROOMS 











OF HORS d'OEUVRE 
AIR FORCE 
HOMES OF AMERICA 
TO SELECT FROM 
; tAk r 
YOU WANT 





119 E. San Fernando 















going  to finance my 
trip home 





















 solving the 
college
 
for  a 
combined  
total




























































































































She  has 
,.vorked
 

































She  has 
been  
active











 also intends 
to develop 
an 
Association  for 
Creative Artists 
in 
Sardinia,  is hich was 
closed  down 
by 
Hilly:.  when he 
came
 to power. 
Is.. I  







po littler li 
s 
cies. 











 lite of Chicago.
 
manns  had to flee 
the country. 
Ilermanns
 came to 
the 








i-it titrategie Services, 
1 1,. 
it,.
 I 111 111)1.:










































 to let -tore 




 of his 
life.
 
people  about democracy. He ex -
His 
















 form of 
I fermanns'
 main concerns.
 He gave 
t,'".1.nnWnt   
over




 and political 
issues.  Helping 
the unfortunate, he 
sponsored  vet -
'tan's dinners on 
Thanksgiving  and 
Christmas for 20 
years. When the 
Anne Frank 




 created one 
of the Foundation's
 committees at 
!S.M.
 
Professor ifermanns still plans 
, to carry on his educational
 act iv! -
ties 
by










 a diamond? 
Not by 
inches,
 not by 
yards...Init
 by the glow
 in her 
eyes, the





every  lime its  brilliance
 




diamond is not 
merely  a matter of 
color,
 cut, 
clarity,  and 
carat
 weight, 
but  of 
certainty
 that you are 
giving  the
 finest,
 a compliment 
to her beauty 
and your 














































































































 in June after
 seven 
years
 at SJS. 
Dr. 
Plural  received her MA. 
from Vassar 
College in 1921 and 
DR. 









She has taught at Vassar Col-
lege, Yale School of Nursing, 
New York
 State College 
and 
Brigham Young University. 
Dr. Pfund is the 
author
 of 
"Chemistry  and Food 
Prepara-
tion Manual
 for Students of Home 
Economics aial





George  G. Bruntz, 
professor  
of 
social  science and 
education, is 
retiring
 at the end 
of
 the spring 





 faculty in 





























































































































 it ill re-
tire 
from













































 professor of 
English, and 
Dean Joe. 

















Among  those 
members




not be on 
campus
 next year, the 
following 
professors  will he taking 
sabba tica  I leave. The 



















of history; ! 









 Dr, Fredisie 
Weed,  proles -
stir of political







 Prat they, asso-
once; Dr. 
James  N. Pratley, 
associ-
ate professor of 
biological science; 
Dr. 
Charlene  M. 
Leonard,  asso-
ciate 








 Clark, associate 
pro-
fessor of 





 of geology; 
Arnold E. True, 





ciate  professor of 
nursing;  Louie 
Melo, associate 
















Girard,  professor 
of health and 
hygiene; J. 
Richard  Sorby, 
associ-
ate 
professor  of art; Maynard 
.-11ewart, 















We thank you for your 
patronage
 and extend 
our best wishes
 for your future. 
Drive-in and 
Dining
 Room Service 
Phone Orders CY  7-8421

























 your business skills 




 advantage of Bryant and Stratton's college level courses 
for 
beginning  and 




MEDICAL, LEGAL, EXECUTIVE 
SECRETARIAL  
STENOGRAPHIC
 - CLERK TYPIST 
Air Conditioned Classrooms  
lute









 or coil 
todoy
 for full 
particulars
 
BRYANT  & 





2i 15 THE 
ALAMEDA,  SAN JOSE  




















145 W. SANTA 
CLARA  STREET 






1671 The Alameda 
Suite




FRED FERNANDEZ '59 













e yll11 he beg Of 
111Cli and good
 fortune in 




 & I I th Street 
  alIMINIMI 
Class of "65 
C.1:11111:1111111 anti 11111/111)1111.111 %%jilt 
confidence
 and poi 
nn 
nt. 
in a Ma 
Ian-







TOWN  & COUNTRY VILLAGE 
Open Monday, 























recall  it; others 
remember  
It too 
well,  for the simple 
reason 
that its name, 
Supplementary
 Per -
annul Data, is an optional
 form.
 (It I 
is thus why some remember
 it). I 
The form is sent 
to
 all students 
seeking 
adinission  to the 
college 
and is um additional "request" by 
the S) dent Health Service. 
"The following is offered on an 
'I :12111 basis as an opportunity 






 in which assistance, 
advice, or improvement might be 
desired."  
To such introductory statement, 
in 
which  italics are even used Ito 
Particularly
 stress a certain 
point), 
it is then natural and obvious man-








"It is again emphasized that this 
information is held in strict con-
lidence within the Health 
Depart-
ment, and is not used to penalize." 
Since the form is only supple-
mentary, the questions asked are 
aimed to discover what the appli-
cant's personal problems are, and 
ultimately, to help him help him-
self.
 
HERE WE GO 
So, here we go: 'Questions are 
listed in two 
columns,  followed by 
a Yes and 
a No. Circle either one 
hut 
not both
 although  some 
pat'. 
lit  questions call for both an -
MITTS 10 help 








hill,  rent. gro-
ceries, tuition fee, books,
 and ad 









 the future?" 
I am draft age, you know. 
They" can still 
draft me even 
It
 I served six years in the 
1 that most people are hon.
, ',1 in 






:de, in one of my. classes. 
it 
told that we 
would le. 
tested




 and when 























paid  $17.95 
I 
plus
 tax, of 
course)
 
for only one 





-bookstore  for  my 
Inet Therapy and Practice course. 
And I am registered for four other 
courses
 ... 
"Bothered by crowds?" 







paper was (first I torn;  12) used as 
an ashtray and garbage refuse 
re-
ceptacle; 131 thrown to the floor 
--by a complete 




blow your top?" 







 like a 
horse in my ear;
 a third spills cof-
fee on  my new 
$17.95 (plus tax) 
text book. 
"Afraid of losing your mind?" 
Of





youth.  I 
don't 
drink, nor smoke;
 just study 
hard 
because
 nty (lad the is an at-
torney) wants me to be 
a success-






 as you 
know.  
The blonde 
coed next door plays 
Sinatra records 
all day long while 
I am 
trying
 to write love poems; 
but that's all right. 
"Do you balance 
your




activ it ies?" 
My first class is 
at 8:30 in the 
Art building; next I go to 
Centen-
nial Hall; then to the 
Education  
building.  After an hour 
break, it's 
Engineering Building 
time and I 
finish the day 
with
 a swimming 
class. 
RECREATION  TIME 
Recreation,  you said? 
I have six 
daily  assignments





visits to friends, 




 can I pos-
sibly  find some time 
to be sociable 
after such daily normal events?
 
The form asks 71 questions. 
And  
then, 
if that is still not
 enough, It 
asks 

























 Col, Vernon L. Head, a 
1949
 San Jose State 
graduate will return to the campus June 21 as professor of aero-
space studies and head of the Air 
Force ROTC. Since June, 1964, 
he has been 
stationed in Saigon, South Viet Nam, at 
the head-


























 List," SJS's teacher 
:dint.; 
survey,  was introduced last 
I 
it-logtIK
 all attempt for
 students 
. 
make  their feelings known. 
It was 















110  to iw 
an accurate 
..aluation  ttf 
teaching  skill. 

































 filling out , 
',Ile of the
 evaluation cards dis-
t ributed by Thu 
I3elta  Phi, men's 













at SJS, and other schools 
ff, here 
ratings  are published, Is 
that it isn't fair for students MI 
fultlish 
reports that might mar








 to curb some of 
the 
Oriticisin of the 
unscientific  
f'iet






ionnaire  for this year's 
"Tow -
..1' List" was answered on an IBM 
-ird,
 
one  for each instructor rutted. 




 spetifie classes, from 
.st tittliletitiOtS otl 
fairness  of 
grail -
interest 



























:11.111 1..1..1111 iholohors ;it S.IS 








"I didn't rate any of my teach-
ers, but the criticisms fit every 
one of my teachers to a 'T'," said 




When asked if they planned lit 
buy  a "'Power List" 
this semester, 




 a vigorous, "Yes."
 




red up by the birth 
of
 the "Tower 
List." 









and unacceptable instruction and 
Instructors, 
In the introduction to the rating 
survey published
 in the "Cal
 Engi-
neer", the editor states: 
"We con-
tinue now to support the idea 
that 
the student should
 be in a feedback 















positive  feedback, 
and




















kitown as the ."rower
 





swer then. Or 
perhaps
 your church, t 
that is,  
the  church of 
your
 choice 
(courtesy of Foster and Kleisne as 
a public service). 
But
 if you 
are  an 
atheist
 or an 


















 out by 
now,  is not 
what he 





filled  that 
useless  Form 
343. Il-
lusions and delusions
 arc nothing 
new: they 



















 -5 now 
in progress
 in the 




















than  500 
entries.
 The 
juror  of 
selee  ion and 
awards






















hours  are 
9 a 
m.












from  1 to 
5 p.m. 
on Sunday,













you hare a full and 
fruit 








S. 10th Street 























HOUSE 11 OF I 
RECORDS
 
ONE BLOCK FROM 
CAMPUS 



















 WISH THEM 
WELL  IN 













 alai 11.4 cid 
kat fur SiNlt 
lug sununer 
faculty  will be 
held
 
Wednesday, June 23, 
at





%lotion+  will 





 Next on her list is a 
1111,11. of -in urge to tr.:1%d 
can cuttlart members alit
 
be
 1.1111 reed 
companion






\V rut Maria 



























 appeared last week- - 
nine from 
guys. and one from a 
girl, "And the 
girl,"  said Maria, 






 Id' Niffi 
'I'm  




















 th.o, t, ci lals 
111111' 
%%AI 1111. itn,wer. 










 :41r. ,cud St 
Stanley
 l'atra ci San Jose.  
She has 




















































Europe,  possiltly 
with a girlfriend
 
ria it her 
aunt t. hunte if 
thol,e
 
who's presently in New
 Zerilatel  %cull Just ger 

















































































































































 25 colleges 
through-


















 the Du Pont 
Country  
Club. Some of their
 comments
 at 




 also may have embarrassed 










their likes and dislikes. The re-
tailers. for 
example,  liked double 




City.  Calif , 
student  at 
the
 ['nit ersity of California, said 
of a 
retailer  that -When













.Tames R. Vratarie of Ann Arbor,
 




and perhaps the best 
dressed man 
present. (He works in 












display  of synthetic
 fib',
 





 college mu 
would 
wear  stroteh clothes
 oni'. 










 $30 tuxedoes weir 
sell like 
wildfire  and violently 
di, 
liked








 II ,! 
Poughkeepsie,
 N.Y., a 
student  r,1 
Yale, liked stretch 
socks but fen 




 fabrics in 
raincoats  ;al,: 


































 if he 
had 
















































Ernest  Gambrel 
Omega Psi Phi says: 
"Keep on pushing Que Soul Brothers" 
41.111........ 
W








































































































































































































































would like to 
congratulate
 
all of the graduating seniors 
especially








coordinator; Einar Wetlesen, di-
rector  of programs; and Bruce 
Staliworth, arrangements director. 





and Mary Nickerson, correspond-
ing 
secretary.  Atm Thatcher 
was
 






































































































Sheelan  Nancy 
Warner  
Judy Beasley Jacque Zimmerman 
The 
ladies
 of Gamma Phi Beta wish 
all  their graduating sisters 
success in 






























The FREE GREEKS of 
ACACIA 






















































 a recent 
survey
 it 






 up all 
night  or some time until 
after
 I a.m. 
Miss 




 her work to dream of fun 
id 












many definitions of finals week
 
is One found in the "You 
Name It" column of 
a 1956 issue of Spartan Daily which states, 
"Finals make 
Hell Week at the wrong end of 
the 
semester.  
The first class of what is now San Jose State 
College 
had difficulty graduating
 because it 
flunked
 the finals. One reason
 given for the 
failures  in final exams was an 
underestimation 
of the importance of finals. 
Since that time, 





It has been a tradition with 
the Spartan 
Daily to announce the times
 of the finals. News  
articles and editorials
 concerning this topic 
carried 
headlines
 such as "Dismal Days Ahead," 
and 
"Prospects Before Us, or Read 'Ern and 
Weep." 
The paper in 1961 advocated
 that students 
should not study for finals. 
It suggested stu-
dents go to Co-Rec's Final
 Fling. A senior 
Shake 
Down Party was given during final 
a 
eek 
in 1941 featuring teachers who read slightly 
exaggerated versions of final exams. 
In 1956 it was 
announced  by the Spartan 
Daily 
that
 exam samples were available in the 
education reading 
room  file. 
In a survey conducted 
this
 semester by an-
thropology student Terry Guinaw, it was
 found 
that 63.3 per cent of the students start studying 
one to three weeks before finals. Students who 
start studying for finals at the beginning of the 
semester came to 2.7 per cent. 
One definition of cramming is "the desperate 
hours," and 78.5 per cent admitted to cramming. 
However, cramming is not always a sign of 
desperation or a sign of waiting to the last 
minute. Last minute studying 
may mean the 
student is looking for 
facts he missed in pre-
vious study 
work. 
Some 40 per cent 
of the students polled 
said 
they stay up all night 
or some time after 1 
a.m. 
Over 80 per 
cent
 stay up at 
least  until 11 p.m.
 
Not  all students 
live  on NO-DOZ 
during the 
hectic 
week.  Some 62 
per cent of 
the  students 
said they 
take no aids 
because they 







because  they 
simply
 retreat for a 
rest. 
Some of the 
aids students said 
they tiike are 
gold old-fashioned 
orange  juice  and fresh air 
or just plain
 cold water. One 
girl said she 
resorted to NO-DOZ but
 added "Never again." 
Also 
revealed in the poll was the fact that
 
76 
per cent felt finals should 
be
 comprehensive. 
Prior to 1927, finals were 
only one hour long. 
It was changed to two
 hours in 1927, was 
changed back again,




declared  war on Japan dtirim. 
finals 
week in 1941. The college paper ran an 
editorial reflecting the student body's courage 
to go on. It stated, "Get ready final exams, 
just try to get
 xis clown." The paper advocated 
students get the war out of their minds by 
ignoring the papei and tactic, broadcasts. The 
show must go on- even In the midst of 
a great 
war!  
From the survey it was found all but six of 
the 112 students polled said they were nervous 
or panicky before a final. One student expressed 
his overall feeling by saying, "Don't bump 
me 
or everything will fall out of my ears." "Heart 




According to Dr. Frances Underwood, an-
thropology
 professor, an A student slept 
through her final exam last semester.
 After a 
phone 
call she found he was sleeping at home 
so didn't even make it to class. The student 
took a make-up test. 
Many students stated that their minds went 
blank when taking their final exams. Some 
resorted to cheating, but as one student proved, 
that is not the only way to do it. The student, 
after finding she could not answer her philos-
ophy questions, wrote poetry to her
 teacher to 
pass the time. She passed her class, too. 
Another student was thinking intently 
on a 
question  and fixed her eyes on her professor. 
She snapped out 
of her daze when the professor 
winked at her. 
When the nervousness and 
tension
 of finals 
week is 
over students can think of only one 
thingEscape. 
Various ways of celebrating 
include parties,  sleep, or just a 
clay at the beach. 
Graduation




















May  16, 
Bob  
Pisano 







 years in student 
government
 at SJS. 
Even though 
the  return to 
student life














 ASH President 
will 




Pisano, in addition 
to
 his duties 
at 
















 executive to many 






 all meetings 
of the 
Board of Trustees
 of the California
 
State  Colleges and 













still  found 
time














%aid, "is iii -
nicest
 a 






hand the ASH president 
is a stu-
dent. On the other
 hand, he is the 
chief 
executive
 of a $300,000 a year 
business.  
The 22 -year -old San Jose resi-
dent 
told
 the Daily, 
"I wouldn't 
run again 
because  the 
job demands 
too much. 
"The ASB President has no pri-
vate
 life. He is not just a student
 
but  ASH president." 
During 
Pisano's
 tenure in office 
many changes
 have taken place. 
One of 
the most noticeable is the 
Increased 
amount  of cultural pro-
grams under direct sponsorship of 
the ASB. 












are  only a feu 
that
 have grown 
under Pis.  




Prestige and honor 
also accom-
panied Pisano 





In addition to 
being  asked to 













At the prayer 
breakfast, Pisano 
was joined by 
representatives  of 
government,  labor, 
business,  clergy, 
industry and 75 other
 ASH presi-
dents across the country. 
At a recent meeting of 
the  
stitte-u ide Academic Senate, 
Mato, earne to 
the aid of Chan-
cellor nutlike's 
Director  of Gov-
ernmental
 Affairs, Les 
Cohen.
 
At the time of 
Pisano's
 support, 
Cohen had just received
 a "lack 
of confidence" 
vote





set leaders of the
 Academic Senate. 
Immediately after his 
remarks he 
was
 beseiged by the 
senate  leaders. 
Shortly after 






Board  To Form 
With the







students  for ASH 
po-
sitions
 has been 









tee, to be 






be responsible for 
interviewing  all 




 power of appoiniment
 
lies 
with the ASB president,
 the 




to the student chief executive. 
According
 to the bill 
of
 enact-







Committee  has 
the power 
to interview and recom-
mend  applicants for ASB commit-
tee
 memberships, all faculty -
student committee memberships 
and College Union committees. 
The bill also 
states that council 
representatives  are permitted to 
sit in on interviews and participate 
in discussion of candidates, but 
will have no vote 
in committee 
decisions.  
Interviews for the committee 
were completed last night and 
John Hendricks, ASH president, is 
expected to announce his appoint-
ments to the
 selection group. 
Council must approve Hendricks' 





the arena once again 
as
 he en-
dorsed candidates for 
the top posts 




 to succeed him in 
office. 
"It has been called
 to tti at-
tention," Pisano Said 
ill his en-
dorsement 
statement.  "that as 
the current 
student  body presi-
dent. I have 






  .ind 
eyperi-
ence 




 publicly my per-
sonal iirelerenees." 
With h is endorsement
 came 
mixed emotions over 
the right of 








 members and the ad-
ministration  undoubtedly 
improved  
as Pisano and other students
 were 













 horizon wt', the fine 
relationship between







Pisano summed up his 
dealings  
with Dr. Clark by saying, "He is 
obviously a Fr
 iend of young 
people." 








transition  re 
t r ea t . 
"Bob has








As Pisano leaves SJS with the 
graduating class of 1965, four years 
of 




























 or W 
Croup  II 
classes 
meet 















 in final 
examinations,
 









 at the 
same 







 up for 
a 4:30 







































Tuesday, June 8 
9:30 A.M.
 I 
Tuesday, June 8 
10:30 A.M. 
















Monday, June 7 
1:30
 
Friday, June 4 
1:30
 II 
Friday, June 4 
2:30 
Wednesday, June 9 
2:30
 I 
Wedesday, June 9 
3:30 
Tuesday, June 8 
3:30 I 
Tuesday, June 8 
4.30 
Friday, 
June  4 
7:00-9:20  
4:30 I 










June  3 
































































 desired, the time
 of this examination 




 and four -day classes
 may, at the option 
of 
the  instructor, extend 
over the two examination





 are scheduled for








scheduled for the 
afternoon of 
Thursday,  June 10. 
Classes 
extending  into more than 
one class period should 
be 
examined  as of the 
beginning












With  one day's 
worth of holiday
 of serious 







it's too hot to 
review for 
Spartans settle











,senior  art major and Lyke 
photographer from 
San Bruno, 
is aiming for 
grades above sea -
level. He's cooling


















of ways and places. Most of the time the print washer is used 
to 
rinse  photographs. 
all 
SJS students tries to 
find  a 
cool spot to 
retreat to on campus.
 
Nick has an advantage, however, 
since he is a Lyke magazine pho-
tographer and has the opportunity 
to use the 
print washer in the 
journalism photo lab. 
While cooling his time under 
the pretext
 of studying, the senior 
daydreams 
of surfing and shooting 





 engulf the time
 
and energy 
of SJS students  
but 










 will be 


















everyone's  studies. 
Gradu-
ates  enthuse 
about  finding 
the all-




 tend to favor
 adding col-
lege credits
 through summer 
courses: 
sophomores  and freshmen 
are inclined











 or first-class 
tourism.  Short 
jaunts  in this 
country 
bring students










is a good 
time to re-
plenish bank 






who  apply for the 
short term
 work as early as se-
mester break to be 
sure of getting 




Opportunities  to 
read an 
extra 
novel, see a special 
movie,  partici-
pate in outdoor



















-job -pay, but 
everyone 
is sure 





























































































but  also has 
provided 
man with a 

























fields through the 
use of a universal 
sys-




Itt,an (4111(1es:son pointed out that present 
government policy,
 which pursues the idea 
that full employment is necessary for a 
healthy economy, is typical of how modern 
day problems are being
 approached by 
"unrealistic and out-moded methods." 
elk':
 a the,ey developed 
by
 Louis 
Kelso,  San Francisco attorney and 
pro-





 meeting a ;II on): problems,
 
as 
an alternative to "full
 employment." 







solved if our financial machinery 
were  
adapted to enable people without savings to 
own the 





"If corporations distributed most of 
their profits to such stockholders instead of 
re -investing 
most of 








 be able 
to live off 
the  
profits and 









He said this is only one of many new 
concepts produced by the application of 
cyltmmesies to modern 
problems. 
-I am sure there would be high interest 
in 
ito undergraduate program that would 
teoch the concept of analyzing problesns 
throimh cylwrnesies," he added. 
The  Engineering Division is 
presently  
offering a course entitled Cybernation and 
Man. The division recently proposed SJS 
offer  a new degree program requiring
 
eybernated systems studies to be taught at 
the 
baccalaureate  level as a support 
Cu; 
use' 
for various academic specialties such as 
economics,
 sociology engineering and 
many 
other
 majm areas. 




Workshops,  Coursc; 
More 
than two dozen 
workshops,  
conferences  and short 
courses will 
be special 
feattires  of this sum-
mer's 
sessions,
 according to an 
an-
nouncement by Dr. Leo
 P. Kibby, 
acting dean of 
Summer Sessions,  
The Summer Sessions program
 








follow, June 21 
through July 
:to. A four -week 








include:  "Creative 
Teaching Ideas for 
the Elementary 
School,"  "New 
Approaches  to the 
Teaching
 of Reading," 
"Recent Re-





















Industrial  arts 
short  courses 
scheduled














































































































































































































































































Teaching Effectiveness" is schtli- 28 through July 23 are "Workshop 
uled June 28 through July 
9 and in Elementary Education," and 
is 




Three  workshops scheduled June lion." la tt t h to be conducted at 
Abraham Lincoln 
High  School, and 
"Language. Development Work-
shop for the Underprivileged." 
All 
three are by 
special arrangement. 
A physical 
Mucci,  ion workshop, 
"Gymnasium for Women," will be 





the  Teaching of 
Modern  Ele-
mentary School 
Mathematics,"  will 
lie rcneided  
August  2-6. 
"Competitive 
Swimming  and 
lAtint;.- 
a v, omen's 
physical  edu-
ti.:n 









 is the final 
course. 
Registration  
information  is 
a1:1
 










DR. LEO P. KIRBY 




 to obtain advanced
 degrees in 







 at the master and 










involves areas of basic engineering knowl-
edge which relate to systems in nearly all 
major fields 
and  includes measuring sys-
tems, 
communication  and data transmis-
sion, nonlinear system 
dynamics,  random 
processes  computer simulation
 and control 
system theory. 
"There is a 
universality
 in the applica-
tion 
of these studies to 
most
 disciplines; all 
are 
essential
 to the analysis
 and synthesis 
of large scale





 science, and 
technol-
ogy found 





Gunderson  said. 
A 



























deckled  to 
place 



















































































































































counting  and 
finance








major  from 
Palos  Verdes.
 
*Vittoria  C. 
Schag,  a German
 
major






















lege graduates this summer. 
Bright 
is the 
outlook  for 
job -
seekers, too. The May 
24
 issue of 
U.S. News and World 
Report re-




who  expect to gradu-
ate 
from
 college next 
month.  A big 
demand for 
workers  was found in 
a job 
survey just completed by 
the 
Department
 of Labor." 
Categories 
mentioned by the 
magazine 
as having the most va-

















































































 fields also 






























also  being 






























8 a.m. to 5:30 
p.m,  
Saturday, 9 a.m. and 5 
p.m.; Sun-
day, 1 p.m. until 5 p.m. 
The reserve 
book
 room opens 




hours  for the foto:-
week session a r e : 
Monday  
through Friday, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
The library will be closed on 
Saturday and 































































































has  gained 
momentum
 

















which  he 
believes 
is
 due to 














ACCOUNTS  INVITED! 
ACCOUNTS OPENED 
IN 3 MINUTES! 
A 
CompIrte Line of Nationally









































 TO PAY 
Downtown  65 So. First St. 
We validate all downtown lot tickets 
CT 
2-4910Open
 %I 9 Mon.,
 
Than,, & Fri. Niles 
Valley Fair Shopping Center 
CH 8-3010Open
 Mon. then Fri. 'hi 9.30 p.m. 
Sunnyvale



























. . . combining 
fabulous  hofbrau style 




 in the heart of 
San Jose's 
shopping  and 
entertainment
 district, 
the  Buffet is 
open 
seven days a 
a eek to serve 
you the finest


































sure  to enjoy
 the finest 
of 


































a aa a a 4ii 























































pro% WWI., nearly 
$20,000  for 
special
 
assistant...  to 
the college and 
its ' 









program  is 
dedicated 
to 
helping  the 





margin  of 
great-
































 Platt. It 
was  
The  alumni 
association  
has  a The 
goals of FEE
 include 
duo-  ItIllth, r 
(`Sitiollt of 




 that fought 
multifaceted 
program















 ne- of 
SJS.  One ship 
program,
 
increasing  the 
re-  
a 
















gram is the 
support
 of campus 
beautification








 long - term 
goal." s a 
i .1 
Reichmuth,  "is to 
establish  San 
Jose State 
as a university. 
The 
first step toward 
this achievement 
is the 




Reiehmuth stated that the 
big-
gest problem is making alums and 
community members aware that 
their  support is greatly needed. 
The alumni association sponsors 
a yearly Senior Membership Drive. 
Advantages 
of joining the associ-
ation in the senior year are free 
cap and gown rental, a dozen free 
graduation announcements, and a 










life-long library privileges, a tro-
phy and a 
certificate.  
Every January, as part of 
the 
Annual
 Dues Program, the associ-
. of the FEE 
program
 
ation asks for new members. Dues 
...Sip 
an endowment fund 
arc five dollars for those that have 
( 





















. . .  alumni chief 
 
a the 
enrichment  of the 
college."  
Richard 0. 
Buxton, executive  
di -




















































































 suit in a new 
medium
 tone. At 
least  the 
interviewer will see 
you 
have good taste. 






stay neat and 
wrinkle free.
 
























































graduated from one to five years 
from the time of the drive and 
$10 
for those that have graduated over 
five years ago. 
"The alumni association hots.  
to relate the needs and problei. 
of the College to the alums
 and t  
relate 
the alumni opinion on re-
sponsibility
 and changes to the
 






















 the fall is 
expected 




are  still available for interested
 
seniors to 










is given to students who 
can qualify for direct admission 
to 
ithe curriculum of 
their choice. 
Unclassified
 students will be ad-











 degree granting: 
 
master
 of science; 






















needs  of individuals who 
seek advanced
 work in many 
fields. 
The program  is designed to 
help
 
persons complete requirements for
 
a masters 
degree, to obtain certi-
fication in either a number of 
teaching or educational adminis-
tration 
fields,  or occupational 
ther-
apy. 
It is also offered to improve
 the 
Individuals
 level of professional 
proficiency or general education 
without  a specific degree,
 certifi-
cate or credential
 being sought. 
San 
Jose State's Graduate Divi-
sion began in September 1946, 
when the college began to offer 




 master or 
arts
 
degree  itt 
conjunction
 with a teaching cre-
dential was authorized 
in 1949; the 
masters of 
science  degree in 1955; 




























































































































































































year while handling photography for the Music 
Department. Also shown 
will be a record album 
he 
designed  for the Symphonic 














 for All Occasions 
PAUL'S 































 in the years












leter tx  
DIJIT 



































 students who 
have1  
What
 is VISTA? 
the 











































! rA k 
people.
 People who 













 more  
to. 
Many of the 






It is this 
message  of 




























365  firms 
re- 
18,0ce)  




































areas  in the 
United 
States. 
lege-educated employees from 
SJS.
 
the  degree. 
And there 
are  many areas in 
In addition to seeking















































 caused a young 
VISTA
 volunteer to 
begin a nurs-
ery school
 at her 




N'hit, you may 
ask, is so un-
usual  or 











 to a 
remark by a 
woman 
in the 









lock them in the 
cars











point  average 












they will hold. 



































































































































































"Poverty  is 
far 





































I steps in 
where







 that you 
need to get ; 
and tries to 
see to It 
that  the 



























positian, a "chance to 
make a life." 
Iii -:UV requested. May 
empha-
 he stated, 






that no volunteer goes
 where imagination,
 talent, willingness 
to VISTA makes the
 individual feel 
he
 
is not wanted "We 
have many work 
hard.  The person 
should  I important, 
giving  him a feeling
 
that



























applications  have 






almost  3,000 
volunteers
 already. 
A ceiling of 2,000 
volunteers  has 
been set for 




expected  for next 
year. 
Response  at 
San
 Jose State 




 of 100 
applications
 
were given out 
when  the one -week 
recruitment program was only 
half 
completed on this campus. 
Recruitment will go on. The pro-
gram, although 
young, is growing 




 persons may write to 
Edgar  
May,  VISTA, 
Washington,  
D.C..,
 for further 


































10th & San 
Carlos 
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS VISTA (Volunteers In Service 
To America) representatives answered questions of interested 
students during a 
recent  recruiting visit on the San Jose
 State 
campus. Nearly 200 
applications  were given out 
to interested 
students, along
 with the many pamphlets 
explaining
 the new 
program,
 a part of the 
Presidents Office
 of Economic 
Oppor-
tunity. VISTA
 is known 
as





 in areas of 
the United 

























The  first 
200 
volunteers  













They  do a 
combination
 of class- 
of 



















 training is 
not as , 
college  
graduates only. 
Voluntec;  - 
rigorous
 as that for 
the Peace 







 who want to 
hell:  
been 
called  the 
domestic  Peace 
, country.









The gradriating class of 1950 
totaled 1480 
and  was reported to 









be the largest 
class  ever to be 
I medical 





enlist for an 







initial  one-year period  and 
only 
December and March graduates, 
volunteets
 are sent. 
le -enlist for one more year. "We're 






not interested," said May. "in pro- 
ceived MA degrees. In addition to 
communities and on Indian reset--
 fessional volunteers." 












 students who received teach -

























more personal direction to the in- 1950 
were
 veterans. 











the "general problems of poverty"
 to go in and do the entire job 
section of the orientation
 course. themselves, Instead,  they are to 
From that point 
on, the volunteers 
get help from the 
people  
who  live 
must leant the specific 





their area's culture, 
belong to all, giving all 
the re -
May has visited 
some of these 
sponsibility
 for it. 
projects and, after
 telling an anec- "We're 
there,"
 May said, "to 
let 
dote concerning an Indian reserve- them help
 themselves, 
lion project, stated that



























jor will be 
working on 





















 dwelling Indianr 
in 
Monterey  for 
descriptions in 
archeological  journals. 
Although most of these Indians 
died of a plague
 before there was 
extensive white settlement
 in the 
area, the archeologists will de-


























and  catalogues 
in
































































of the United States . . " Thew 
are eight words that strike tee-
ror in the hearts and
 minds of 
most 




introduced to the world 
of khaki 
green and leather polish. 
According  to the Reserve Forces  
Act of 1963 all eligible males are 
obligated




member  of the armed 
forces  
for a period of six
 years. 
The six year 
obligation  has 
been,  




  PRICES 










































































of the Seven Seas
 for the 
tall semester
 of 1965. 
The fall semester 
of study on 
shipboard and 
educational  travel 
will take her 
completely around 
the world 
visiting  the following 
areas:
 New York, Lisbon, Barce-
lona, 
Marseille,  Naples, Rome, 
Piraeus,
 Athens, Istanbul, Alex-
andria, Cairo, Port Said. Suez, 
Karachi, Bombay, Port Swetten-
ham. Kuala Lumpur, Bangkok, 
Manila, Hong Kong, Yokohama, 




 GAS! FREE 
GAS!  











 5 Gallons 
of Gas 


















































 did I ever get so many 
things?"
 
This is the question 
that
 Sue 
Towne,  senior art  major
 from Ather-
ton, and 
Melinda  Wells, senior social science 
major  from Newport 
Beach, are asking 
each 
other.  The coeds are both
 seniors and 
have collected 
four years of college mementoes. 
Now  the problem 
is where and what to 
do with all of them. There 
is never enough 
room to carry all of a 
woman's belongings and to 
pack
 with 
room to spare 








Having three brothers attending 
SJS is one thing, but 
when  all 
three 
graduate
 at the same time. 
that is a bit 
unusual.   
But this is the case with Mike 
24, Pete 23, and Bill Wall 22, who 
will all receive their dSplanas this 
June. 


















award  for the family having 
the most 
children  attending SJS. 
"At one time iast fall." 
said 
Mike, "five children from 
our.fam-
ily were in college until filo' young-
er brother joined the Marines." 
Mike will 
receive
 his B.A. de-
gree in political 
science,
 and Pete 
and Bill will receive 
B.S.  degrees 
in business
 and industrial manage-
ment.
 











SPECIAL of the day 
Served
 with Potatoes, Fresh 
Vegetable, 
Bread and Butter, 





Famous  Rib -Eye 
STEAK 
DINNER








Anyelo's is open 24 bows to 
sof  ye 
YOU.  
the 
object of a $65,000 research
 
study directed by Dr. Marland K. 
Strasser, associate professor of in-
dustrial arts at SJS. 
Financed by the federal govern-
ment throng It the Division of 
Highways, California Department 
of Public Works, the study deals 




131.. Strasser is president-elect of 







 the California 
Driver Education 
Association and 
author of two driver education 
textbooks.  
.oesday,  














-wheeling, lead -foot, citation 
As
 director of the research pro- solving
 motorists included in thel
 
and  accident prone drivers 
will be graiA, Dr. 
Strasser
 will be aided study,"
 he said. 
by 
Melvin




 the Los 
Angeles city school 




full time to the 
project  
while on leave from his 
L.A. post. 
According to 
Dr.  Strasser, the 
aim of 
the  study is to 
determine  
whether





 selected and 
specifically  trained 





effectiveness  of 
such a 
program
 will be 
measured  by 
a 
hoped -for 
reduction  in 
the subse-
quent 
violations  and 
accidents  in -
A comparative study will be held 
simultaneously as a basis for meas-
uring the improvement. The pro-
posed driver improvement program 
Is to be conducted fur traffic vio-
lators referred to special schools 
by the traffic courts in the State 
of California. 
Phase 11 of the project will be 
designed to compare violators com-
peting in the established courses 
with a matched group
 of traffic 
violators 
who are not 
referred  
to 







I of the study
 believe there is a 
need
 

















 of an 



























































study  will 
be the 
Depai






































































Knowledgeable young men will eagerly respond
 to the qualities 
of our traditiondi suit. Especially at 
Grodins smashing gradu-
ation price! Rich all -wool










Shop around, you won't find
 a better blazer anywhere under 
35.00! Wear this all-purpose blazer
 to graduationand all the 
social fun to follow! All -wool 
with  metal blazer buttons in Black, 
Olive, Camel. Together with slim Rough Riders slacks 15 95. 
Open a 
sop., G  
account





R V a l l e y
 Fair  
Shop Mon. 
thru  r . 
















Cafeteria hre 11 
11.1Ili era
 





















Downtown Valley Fair 
i2 
S.
 2rid S 











  Mrs. Liana Habura. secretary to 
the foreign student adviser, 
serves
 Miss Arabyou Diallo, Guinea 
sindent, the recent 
President's Reception for SJSC
 inter-
rot4:n.1  students. 
Waiting  to 
be 
served




 Abbeyguaye, Ghana student
 and 
president of the 







 IV is ('on
-
1)) TriNiees  
in 
the 
till' titt/tt. C011eItt'S 
11 it, 
COCOgIliZtI  INT:4.111S 
ttl It It .1) il and 
interiaatiottid  enti 
































 ride. The don. 
wholeworld of 
sports  
is a medium 
Daily sports
 Editor age is slowly 
increased











 ii  
c e 
totally  beconws a proident.
 
Without












it is an 
artificial
 101115 





niudneE'll iljnee do 

























 of the guilt
 t f II 
' 
Ilona!
 Congress of 
Sports Psycho].
 








to - "Es et here 
v.e 
Fr 'CL






win.  Some 
athletes  
from all over the world, 
cannot 







opponent  is friendly. 






doing similar work. 
The conference was divided into 
six sections and the most sophis-
ticated papers appeared 
in the 
neuro-physiology area. The em -













e. -ere not 





 practices for reasons, but simply from a specta-
warming
 up athletes before a race 
are antiquated. Examples were 




op, and then proceeded to net 
phasis 
here  was 
on physiological  
world  
records. 






 N a i(I 
Or 














done  in other countries.
 The 
consensus was that there are in-





In the psychotherapy 
counseling 
section, it was stated that there is 
so 
much concern over giving an 
athlete adequate
 psychological 
preparation for an event,  that psy-
chotherapy 
after defeat has 
often  
been neglected. 
Doping  of cyclists,
 it prominent 
problem in F.i
 








been kninvn to 
kiep ,ang 
after the
 completion of a 
,:ice lull 
hang into the walls.
 Chi, 
was killed in the 1960 Rome 
tAlin 
pies. The dope is 
used to ease toe 
'Vicious' Piranha 
























































$9 to $13 
kr"is  for ..umrner. 
over 
0 I:7 ing 
tricot.  
The pie -sled i.kirt is in 
A.ne1.0
 
A. Lacy look cardigan










 .Jte fiber. 























9:00  P.M. 
an 
often quoted legend
 about the 
"vicious, bloodthirsty" Piranha fish 
found 
in the waters of the Amazon 




Smith, SJS professor of zoology, 
"pretty 
much in the world 
of 
fantasy."  
"Although it is true that the 
fish
 is a 
meat -eater,
 it is 
unlikely 
it would attack large game, even if 
it wore among a horde of its own 
kind." Dr. Smith Said.  
PERCH -LIKE 
The  Piranha, a tiny 
perch -like
 
tish with a set of sharp













the  focal point 
of a new controversy here in 
California. 
"Pairs of Piranha have been  sold 
in 
pet  stores for 
years here
 in 
the Bay Area. However, fishermen 
have




 and are con-
vinced Piranha have escaped into 
their streams and are devouring 
the trout," Dr Smith 
explained.  
The state Fish and Game De-
partment is presently making it 
survey to determine how many 
Piranha
 have escaped and fisher-
men are attempting to pressure 
the government, 
through  lobbyists,  
to ban the sale 
of the Piranha in 
the














..lize this is an absurd idea.
 First 







 large live game. 
I
 I secondly the Piranha 
requires 
degree 
water to breed. I'm 






 too cold 








Dr. Smith demonstrated the 
titnidity of the Piranha located in 
the hallway aquarium on the sec-
ond floor of the science building. 
VVhen he put his finger into the 
glass box
 the so-called 
"mad
 dog 
of the Amazon" skittered quickly 
to the other side of the box  and 
tried to avoid looking at the in -
'ruder. 
"Of course, the behavior of one 
fish and the actions of a thousand 
fish may be two different
 things. 
it is quite probable schools of 
Piranha eat the dead
 bodies of 
iarge animals which have fallen in-
to the water or they may even 
attack a slow moving fish which 
is ill and unable to defend itself. 





would present a danger






bathe in waters of the river ei 
Piranha are 
known  to exist. 
tairdy. if the 
Piranha
 schools II. 











































 standpoint. Sports is a 
lan-
guage we 




 was an inn-
. mense success. Work very similar 
;ta  
ours ls being done in six coun-









"Say 11,tltt. loos abotit 
in a is i it g the 'round; 
ii ill  
me tonight?  
\Is 
final 
ihril  until 
NI  
Lis.-
















aisamr, 11.1.111.1.   




















Front  End Alignment 





































 adjusted for 















 A must for vacationers
 and businessmen 
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